
STEP 1 
CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE FITTING SHIRT
Get your favourite fitting Polo Shirt, Tee Shirt or Singlet and 
grab a tape measure or ruler.
TIP:  don’t get a button up shirt because they don’t 
stretch as much as a knit does.

STEP TWO
LAY IT DOWN ON A FLAT SURFACE
with the arms extended and smooth it flat.
TIP:  make sure no-one is wearing it.

STEP THREE
MEASURE DOWN 2.5CM
from where the arm is sewn onto the body, give yourself a ‘mark’.

TIP:  don’t use a pen or marker, just make a light indenta-
tion in the fabric with your fingernail.

STEP FOUR
HALF CHEST MEASUREMENT
Use this ‘mark’ you’ve just made and then measure across 
the front of the shirt from seam to seam.
TIP:  only measure the front, that’s why it’s called a half 
chest measurement.

STEP FIVE 
SIZING TABLES IN THIS CATALOGUE 
or On-Line www.aussiepacific.com.au to match your half 
chest measurement to the Sizing Table.
TIP:  do the measure up more than once in case you mis-
read the numbers.

STEP SIX
COMPARE AND THINK
Let’s say, after measuring, you find your half chest meas-
urement is 58cm then go to the shirt style you are going 
to choose and associate that cm measurement to the size 
of the shirt, so for example a Eureka Polo Size L has a 
58cm half chest.
TIP:  Measure a couple of times
TIP:  If you come in at 59cm, then consider 
going to an XL at 60.5cm

PLEASE NOTE:
aLL garments are made By hand and may 
haVe VarIatIons +/- 1-2cm (guide only)
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WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED.

  TO
MEASURE Have you ever 

considered why 
your size changes 
with the brands 
you wear?
Have you ever 
considered how  
a shirt is made? 

TIP:  it’s not mass produced by 
large automatic machinery. Our 
garments are carefully crafted by 
hand. That’s why all Aussie Pacific 
garments have a sizing tolerance 
of between +/- 1-2cm.
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